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MIDWEST ZONAL FORUM
March 20, 2021
Indiana Region ZOOM meeting

I. OPENING- 3/20/21
A. Recovery Meeting from 9:00 AM – 9:30
B. Meeting opened with Moment of silence. 10:03 Serenity Prayer- & Service Prayer- Rick C.
C. Introductions/Anniversaries and birthdays. Kevin 12 years, Dave 23 years, Doug H 31 years, Rick C.
68 years old and 32 years clean, Charles 31 years clean, Clif 50 years old, Bill 68 years old, Mike 10
years clean, Doug T 3 years clean 51 years old
D. Roll Call: Conducted by Secretary –
Position
Names
Attendance
Co-Facilitator B
Rick C.
Present
Co-Facilitator A
Doug H
Present
Treasurer
Dave L.
Present
Secretary
Patti K.
Present
Web Contact
Kevin G.
Present
Charles (RD) Valarey M. (RDA)
Chicagoland
Present/absent
Greater Illinois
John H. (RD) Hank H(RDA)
Present
Indiana
Cliff (RD) Bill W (RDA)
Present
Metro Detroit
Mike F (RD) Doug T(RDA)
Present
Michigan
Marty (RD) Bob J(RDA)
Present
Charles F. (RD) Marvin (RDA)
Ohio
Absent/Absent
Buckeye
Mark S. (RD)
Absent
Wisconsin
Dez (RD) (RDA)
Absent but available
Tri-state Region
Terry (RD)
Minnesota
Noelle
Absent
MRSLD

Patti K. (Chair)

Present

E. 7th Tradition –
F. Reading of 3rd Concept = Hank
G. Special Business: Tri-State Region request to join. WELCOME TRI-STATE REGION. Reviewed how
to raise hand on Zoom. And how to upload a document on slack. MZF rep: Nomintated Louis.
ELECTED
Alternate MZF rep discussed. Term vs Team. Decision: Team.. Nomination for Alternate MZF
Representative: Jim B ELECTED
H, REPORTS
Co-Facilitator B – Hi

Family, I’m an addict named Rick. Welcome everyone. Today we have
election of Cofacilitator B. Also there are 4 Proposals we will be going over today. A list has
been posted on Slack along with this weekend’s agenda. I would to thank Cliff the RD from
Indiana, Bill the RDA from Indiana and Jim from Chicagoland for their PR presentation
yesterday. Also would like to thank Patti Doug and Kevin for all of their help with preparing for
this meeting. And a big MZF welcome to the Tri-State Region who has recently joined us. We
are going to try to get all of our business completed today, if possible. If not, we will finish up
tomorrow morning starting at 9am EST. A reminder that all members present are full participants
in the decision making process.
I Love My Freedom, Rick C.
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Co-Facilitator A – Hi family, my name’s Doug and I’m an addict. I wasn’t expecting to give a
report today but maybe I should’ve been… Anyway, since being elected, I was able to attend the
January 10th meeting of the U.S. zones, the January 16th meeting of all the zones, and the
Conference Participant meeting on February 13th. I attended more as an observer in a learning
capacity than anything else. And I wanted to insure the MZF had a presence at the meetings. At
this point I would go on, but that’s all I covered at the meeting so I have to end it here… Thank
you for allowing me to serve, Doug H. MZF Co-Facilitator

Secretary – The minutes as written
Treasurer Once again, I give thanks to my Higher Power and the Fellowship that offered me hope.
At our last meeting on October 24th, 2020 held virtually on Zoom our opening available balance was
$4,899.84.
It was noted that (at that time) we had two known expenses that would need to be taken care of:
File with the IRS for a change in our 501(c)3 status
Reimburse Kevin G. for our annual Zoom subscription

$ 500.00
$ 157.40

After the payment of these expenses that totaled $657.40, we would be left with a balance of $4,242.44.
At the end of business, there was a decision made to send a $2,182.44 donation to NAWS. This would
leave us with a balance of $2,060.00 (the total amount of our currently approved reserves). During that
weekend, we received income from a 7th Tradition collection (made via PayPal) in the amount of $71.92.
Following that weekend, we were charged $18.65 for new checks, reimbursed Kevin G. $157.40 for
our annual Zoom subscription, and sent a donation in the amount of $2,182.44 to NAWS.
In the time that passed between our last meeting and the end of the calendar year (2020), we received
three donations in the amount of $10.00 each from the “Passage To Freedom” Group (Chicagoland Region),
a donation in the amount of $628.19 from the Ohio Region, a donation in the amount of $24.29 from the
Milwaukee//Waukesha County ASC (Wisconsin Region), a donation in the amount of $16.00 from the
“Living Clean I” Group (Chicagoland Region), and one donation in the amount of $100.00 from the Indiana
Region. All of these donations were sent by mail to the corporate offices of Connexus Credit Union. We
also received two monthly donations made thru our PayPal account totaling $48.25 each ($50.00, minus
$1.75 in PayPal service fees), and two monthly donations made thru our PayPal account totaling $4.55 each
($5.00, minus $0.45 in PayPal service fees). As a result of keeping most of our available funds in the
“regular share (savings) account” portion of our Connexus Credit Union account on December 31 st, we
earned $3.09 in interest. These expenses and income brought our account to a year-ending balance of
$3,520.44.
Since then, we received a donation in the amount of $554.96 from the Ohio Region, a donation in the
amount of $240.46 from the Milwaukee//Waukesha County ASC (Wisconsin Region), a donation in the
amount of $100.00 from the Indiana Region, and a donation in the amount of $10.00 from the “Passage To
Freedom” Group (Chicagoland Region). All of these donations were sent by mail to the corporate offices
of Connexus Credit Union. We also received three monthly donations made thru our PayPal account
totaling $48.25 each ($50.00, minus $1.75 in PayPal service fees), two monthly donations made thru our
PayPal account totaling $4.55 each ($5.00, minus $0.45 in PayPal service fees), and two monthly donations
from the “Passage To Freedom” Group (Chicagoland Region) made thru our PayPal account totaling $9.41
each ($10.00, minus $0.59 in PayPal service fees). This additional income has brought our account to a
current balance of $4,598.53.
(This balance matches the current checking & savings balances on record with Connexus Credit Union.)
Our current established reserves total $2,060. Thus, we have a surplus of $2,538.53 over our established
reserves.
As to our tax-exempt (501(c)3) status,… I still have not filed our tax return for 2019 (or 2020 for that
matter). If you recall, it seems that we’ve at least determined that our original filing for non-profit status
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was incorrect in that we have been recognized as a “private foundation” – “a non-profit charitable entity,
which is generally created by a single benefactor, usually an individual or business”; and that we need to
revise our status to be recognized as a “public charity” – which “uses publicly collected funds to directly
support its initiatives”. I’ve done some of the prep work with Jacqui to file for the change in status –
creating balance sheets & profit/loss statements for the past six years – so we’ve made some progress. Now,
we still need to file the forms for the change in status and we’re still holding $500.00 in reserve for that.
Also, we have two other known expenses that need to be taken care of:
Web Hosting for 2021 – Joe Y. / USA Local Biz
Annual Corporate Filing – John H. / State of Wisconsin

These additional expenses bring our surplus down to $1,878.53.
Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to serve this body as your treasurer.
Dave L.

$ 150.00
$ 10.00

In Loving Service,…

I’ve spoken with Joe Y about setting up a Zonal server for the BMLT. He had a few
questions that we’ve been able to work out. I was hoping that we’d have it further along at this
point but we’re getting there.
I’ll be sending everyone their login creds today for our Google account. You’ll be receiving an
email from Google sent to the same email as you used for Slack. This will include instructions on
logging in for the first time. Please reach out to me if you have any questions.
Chicagoland: Greetings from the Chicagoland Region of NA Regional Meetings The
Chicagoland Region has been meeting monthly on Zoom. We have continued to develop our
policy and create a more thoughtful environment at the regional meetings. We have been
reaching out to missing areas to make things are all right. They been returning slowly. We have
formed an Ad-Hoc to develop our direct donations. We are participating in A Month of Caring
and Sharing on April 24th from Noon to 4pm and have a diverse background of members
involved in service in Chicago. Our RD team has started visiting the areas and relaying their
concerns to the region . Members of the Admin committee of the Chicagoland Region have been
participating in the various webinars, symposiums, and service meetings, almost every week end
we have a member presenting somewhere. We have a very active HIPR committee which now
includes our website, Phonelines, Facebook page, and Instagram.
The CSO The Chicago Service Office has moved fully into our new location. 924 W. 38th
Place, Suite 109
Chicago, IL 60609. We are open Saturday and Sunday 12pm to 4pm and Wednesdays
2pm to 6 pm by appointment only. We have seen an uptick in literature sales
The Areas The covid pandemic hit many of our areas very hard and some did not meet
for 5 to 6 months. Rolling into the new year they have for the most part been meeting
again and carrying the message to the still suffering addict. We have an online area
called the We Do recover Online Area with 14 meetings a week. I have gotten directly
involved in developing the area and it has been quite the learning experience.
Groups We currently have online, in person and hybrid meetings taking place in
Chicago. The CRSC and the Areas have been working with groups to keep their info
updated and deal with the many issues. I held a meeting with members from WDROA
to discuss the issued they were facing with getting card signed. We have also struggled
with in person meetings respecting size limitations Another issue is that meetings are
being formed by member in slots of meetings that went to online sometimes even using
Web Contact
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the same name. I am sure with application of spiritual principles we will get it worked
out .
CRC We are looking forward to having an in person CRC January 20th – 23rd. We
have updated the website. Our theme is Unity is the Practice of Love. On the 21 st the
committee is voting on a logo.
Submitted In a Spirit of Service Charles G RD Chicagoland Region Valarye M. RDA
Chicagoland Region
Greater Illinois:
Howdy Folks, This will most likely be my last report as the RD for
Greater Illinois, my term is over at our June RSC. I am eternally greatful for this opportunity to
serve. This has not been the best example of a wsc conference cycle to get an understanding of
how things work for the RDs of our fellowship. I plan on being around for the next cycle to give
support and have full confidence in Hank or whomever the Region elects in this position. This
Zone has always given the best support for our fellow Midwest Zonal members. I look forward
to what our Higher Power has in store for me in this new world. I’m letting Hank take the lead
for this last report and fill in where I can. With that here’s hank…. In service ((((hugs))) John H

Hello family! We have 8 areas with one not participating at the regional level All
our meetings are on BMLT with each area updating their meetings. Most meetings
are back to face to face with some hybrid and a few still online. After not having
our convention last year, had online event, we are planning our convention,
GIRCNA, for November. We are looking at revising our meeting insurance, trying
to find a cheaper option. It would be helpful to know how other regions are
handling insurance matters. We also have a new website, illinoisna.org that is now
up and running.Our next regional meeting is in June, and will be our first hybrid
meeting. We also moved from our regular date to June 27 to avoid Flight to
Freedom. A large campout at Carlyle lake put on by Little Egypt area, June 1013.2021 Hank h 618.410.8670 Hankfrank56@msn.com
Indiana – Hello MZF The Indiana Region has canceled it's regional convention
The Indiana Region is planning to have it's convention in March of 2022We are grateful for
the MZF doing a PR Presentation over zoom. Probably the frist of it's kind We hope next
time in indiana we can meet face-to-face Clif L
On Friday March 19th the MZF held a PR power point presentation for professionals in the
Mid-State Area of Narcotics Anonymous which is in the Indiana Region of NA. The
presentation went well with 10 in attendance. It was a pleasure to serve with Jim on the
presentation. Most of our meetings in the Indiana Region has resumed in 3D. But
attendance has been down due to the Covid 19 virus. We hope to see more steadied
improvements in our meetings in attendance and availability in the near future.Regards
Bill W. Indiana Region RDA
Metro Detroit – We had elections in Jan. Where we elected new chair Cherise S and co
chair Stacy C Rd myself and RDA Doug T We have no significant issues in the region. Our
meetings our going well. We have a few face to face meetings mostly Western Wayne. Our
web servant is doing his best to list all meetings virtually and face to face on our web page.
Also DACNA will be held virtually Easter weekend Friday and Sat. April 2 and 3. For
registration go to DACNA website.
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Michigan – The Michigan Region meets quarterly with the next scheduled meeting to meet

virtually June 6, 2021. Our regional convention has decided to postpone and are looking into
having a virtual convention. The Region has decided to join the Zonal BMLT server. We are
looking into opening a venmo, PayPal or another type of electronic account so Areas and Groups
can contribute funds electronically to Region.
Thanks Marty D
The Saginaw Bay Retreat will be held virtually on Friday, May 7 and Saturday, May 8, both days
from 7 pm to 9 pm.
Zoom ID 846 2246 4633 Password SBASCNA
The Capital Area is having a Memorial Day pig roast and the Northwest Area is having their
campout in August. Most other events have been cancelled.
Most of our meetings are virtual but with the weather improving we should see more outdoor
meetings open up. Bob J
OhioWisconsin–. Greetings Midwest Zonal Family, Welcome from the Wisconsin Region. I am

submitting this report today, as our Regional cycle is also meeting today. My apologies for
missing out on the meeting this weekend. I have asked members here to please send me a text
message if you need something from me (262 707 0072)
Wisconsin continues to find a balance between virtual and in person and doing our best to ensure
that the message of recovery continues to grow. I realize we are hosting the next cycle of MZF
and I will do my best to get those dates to you prior to the end of the MZFNA session this
weekend. My apologies for not having these at the time of writing the report. As soon as I know
you will know.
Our Journeys convention and state convention are happening this year in person. Miracles will
also be holding a May function as a smaller version of their convention in January. We also have
several campouts and retreats that are going to happen. Please refer to our calendar on our web
page for further information (wisconsinna.org).
I also volunteered to help to put together a function for the weekend of the US collaboration of
the zones. Through slack I communicated the opportunity to work with tjcna.org in order to
avoid a conflict of several functions. At this time, MZF is slotted to host April 9 and April 10 of
this event. We are looking for a speaker from each region of our zone and would like that to be
given to either myself or posted in slack in the channel for the upcoming event.
Our next meeting is scheduled for March 22 at 6 PM CDT (Zoom ID 703 877 2293). Hope to see
many of you there.
In Loving Service, dezzz G Wisconsin RD basicdez@gmail.com 262 707 0072
About our region: • 38 years old • Pre pandemic we had 600 weekly
meetings • Post pandemic we’ve had 300 meetings re-register • Top priority this year has been
dealing with the devastating impact of the pandemic on our fellowship and service structure •
The pandemic exacerbated challenges existing challenges such as lack of participation in our
services structure, and lack of innovation in our service model (how we were serving hadn’t
changed much over the years) • In summer of last year we worked to reestablish committees and
contacts throughout the fellowship • Completely re-building our service structure, enabled by
technology and innovation • Committees meeting via Zoom • New website: TriState-NA.org •
Tri-State Region-
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Online meeting directory (powered by BMLT and Tomato) • Replacing paper meeting lists with
business cards that use QR codes • Online donation capabilities • New online store • New
communication channels (Twitter, subscriptions) • We are now working on… • Dealing with an
emaciated fellowship and service structure • Recruiting new trusted servants • Our RSC currently
has 10 out of 15 positions open • Our Spiritual Retreat has been cancelled • Convention is
tentatively still scheduled in November Terry B., RD
IV. Subcommittee/Adhoc Reports:

1.

MRSLDNA report: Hello family. We are starting our planning. And we are checking Michigan
CDC every month to know if it makes sense to meet face to face. We need support. We
have a skeleton crew right now. We still need an Arts and Graphics chair. ILS Patti K

Zonal Representative: Greetings! Lots has been happening with NAWS and the Collaboration
of US Zones.
NAWS
This information was provided on the most recent NAWS Updates e-mailed a in February and
March. Anyone can sign up to receive these e-mails by going to www.NA.org/subscribe.
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Open webinar on trends emerging to incorporate virtual meetings and service structures
into our current service stricture was held last Saturday, March 13, 2021. Several
members discussed their experiences with the rise of virtual groups that plan to continue
after the pandemic.
The next webinar is scheduled for today, March 20. It will be a NAWS update. I will be
attending that webinar on behalf of the MZF.
Toolbox Survey: NAWS posted a short survey put together by a couple of researchers
with whom they have cooperated in the past: www.na.org/survey. Their aim is to publish
an article for addiction professionals about what is important to members in recovery.
The survey will be online through the end of May.
Local Service Toolbox Survey and Outline: NAWS is taking the next steps for the project
on virtual meetings: www.na.org/toolbox. NAWS posted an outline of virtual meetings’
best practices. As NAWS receives input on the outline and more information from the
Fellowship, updates will be posted. NAWS is asking members to check it out, and
forward their thoughts to toolbox@na.org.
Virtual Meeting Page: NAWS has set up virtual meeting page on NA.org. People can find
information about virtual meetings and post information about new meetings. The site
also has lots of information about service and other resources members may seek.
www.na.org/virtual.
Service Day: Service Day is every year on 1 May. You can find a flyer at
www.na.org/dates and www.na.org/nawsevents. NAWS is planning a webinar 11am1pm, PDT. The theme this year is the gifts of NA service. A panel of members from
around the world will share their experiences in all kinds of NA service, and there will be
time to ask questions.
Spiritual Principle a Day Book: The Spiritual Principle a Day (SPAD) Book Project will
be posting draft entries for your review very soon, and principles are online for you to
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write about now: www.na.org/spad. People can submit original entries until March 31,
2021.
I attended the CP webinar on Feb 15. Aside from the usual news, we did breakout discussions on
fellowship financial support.
Collaboration of US Zones
•

The MZF will be hosting the next meeting of the Collaboration of US Zones on Sunday,
April 11, 5:00 pm Central. Two items will be on the agenda: (1) the Vision and Purpose
statements being finished by the Vision and Purpose Workgroup; (2) next steps the
Collaborative should take, if any. The current intention is to distribute the Vision and
Purpose statements to the Zones, along with the Strategic Plan that has already been
circulated. Once the Zones have weighed in, we will determine the next steps.
• Presently the Zonal Collaborative is meeting every three months. Sentiments have been
expressed by at least one Zonal Forum to slow things down to allow the fellowship some
time to go through the documents that will have been produced at our next meeting. I’d
like to post a topic of discussion to gage the MZF’s sentiments on whether and how the
collaborative should continue.
• The Collaboration of US Zones hosted a very successful three-day New Year’s event.
That’s it for now! ILS Louis H

IV. List of topics for discussion

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Zoom Account\
Car/Cat Multi zone
Response to request for input
Caring and Sharing event
Meeting Insurance
MZSS Requests
Discuss Collaboration of us zones
Discuss Financial Issues at World

V. Basic Services
A. Approval of minutes.- Approved
H. Elections – MZF rep: Nominated Louis. ELECTED
Nomination for Alternate MZF Representative: Jim B ELECTED
B. Next meetings: August 14-15 Wisconsin (Virtual) Chicagoland More will be revealed
C. Training of participants: Zoom orientation and how to post a document in slack
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VI. Prioritized list of topics for discussion in chosen order:
1. CAR/CAT Multi Zone
2. Discuss Collaboration of US Zones
3. MZSS Requests
4. Discuss Financial Issues at World
5. Zoom account usage
6. Response to Request for Input
7. Meeting Insurance
8. Caring and Sharing Event
Opening N/A just don’t want to lose this box..lol
A. Moment of silence.
Position
Names
Co-Facilitator B
Rick C.
Co-Facilitator A
Doug H.
Treasurer
Dave L.
Secretary
Patti K.
Web Contact
Kevin G.
Chicagoland
Jacquie (RD) Charles (RDA)
Greater Illinois
John H. (RD) Hank H (RDA)
Indiana
Clif (RD) Bill W (RDA)
Metro Detroit
Mike F. (RD) (RDA)
Michigan
Marty (RD) Bob J (RDA)
Ohio
Charles F(RD) Marvin (RDA)
Buckeye
Mark S. (RD)
Wisconsin
Dez (RD) (RDA)
WSC Zonal Rep
Louis H. (REP) (Alt)
Minnesota
Noelle
MRSLD
Patti K. (Chair)

Attendance
P
P
P
P
P
A/P
P
P
P
P
P/A
P
P
Absent
P

VII. New Business/Planning (discussion topics)
1.

Car/cat Workshop Multizone: Do we want to? There are two meetings one is CAR one is CAT.
Feel last meeting was we wanted to stay with our own. We should revisit it. Finances is going
to be a factor for world. Virtual or in person?? Virtual is probably going to be our best way to
reaching more people… open the car/cat season to a bid process instead of what ever region it
falls into that. Hybrid makes sense too… Keep it by a border of another zone maybe. Right
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now NAWS is not travelling.. so they may be virtual anyway regardless what we do…been
discussion about workshopping the CAR collectively right when it comes out… collaborating
with other zones.. or split the car and cat at our MZF meetings…3. Questions How does
everyone feel about the splitting the CAR in Chicago in December and CAT in Michigan? who
wants to collaborate with other zones? Who wants to separate the car/cat? Or both? So for the
November in Chicago will be just an MZF. A suggestion was made that when we have a
CAR/CAT we invite other regions. No objections.
2. Discuss Collaboration of US Zones – Has anyone thought about this?

Phoneline? National help line. An evolution of what as a fellowship we can do. We
can collaborate nationally that makes sense. Things that prohibit us zonally is time
and resources. Nationally it makes sense to pool together resources.
3. MZSS Requests August is the event. They need extra zoom accounts and
equipment. Is anyone opposed to MZSS using our zoom account.. no objections.
Is this body ok with the mzss using our equipment for hybrid. No objections
4. Zonal zoom account: Maybe we need to use the zoom for zone or region only. A lot of
meetings now happening.. Letting people using our account is great and all but maybe we need
to give notice so they can prepare other options. We will revisit in August.
5. Discuss Financial Issues at World: A lot of talk about finances. Indiana has

6.

7.

8.
9.

B.

agreed to attend every area discussing the financial situation. For ideas of how we
can do better. Because of people have recurring donations to naws others have
followed suit. Our zone has been able to continue to contribute to NAWS at a
larger and consistent capacity. Because of the regions and so on. GRATEFUL
Some zones have been able to press on and some areas not so much. We were
relying on events and literature sales instead of member contributions. Back to the
traditions about being fully self-sufficient. Member contributions Set it and forget it.
Venmo cash app will be more effective as people don’t carry cash anymore..people
also tend to hang on to it for just in case. WE are relying on service culture that is
40 years old. We need to update\. Paypal and cash app is an option. Lots of stuff
involved with that.
Response to Request for Input: How can we get some responses?> Can you
please acknowledge you saw the question. Treasurer needs people to respond to
requests. We are really practicing improving our communications. Can we put a
one click yes no abstain? @channel or # that will create a link post in one then link
to another channel.
Meeting Insurance How many regions have a meeting insurance policy? 4
regions do. Chicagoland are covered as a region which covers every meeting in
our directory.
Caring and Sharing Event want a speaker from every region by the 31st for the
event April 9-10. Report to Louis lharris500@gmail.com
Bids for MZSSNA need bids…

Closing Financial Decisions: balance: $ 1700
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-Reserve $2060.60
NAWS donation discussion: holding 500 for 501c3. Corporate filing 157.40 for zoom
.
Surplus of $1700
approval for checks for web hosting and annual filling. Zoom will be paid with debit.
Suggestion for a donation to NAWS $1700 no objections approval granted.

https://mzfna.org/service/mzf-donation/
XI.
Announcements- Patti: MRSLD 2ND TUESDAY OF EVERY MONTH WE NEED SUPPORT watch
for link in zoom. Kevin: Everyone has gotten a google for mzf account. To change your password.
Only have 48 hours if you didn’t let Kevin know. Louis Meeting on Wednesday March 24 *pm e
XII. Next Meeting : August 14-15 Wisconsin (Virtual) Chicagoland More will be revealed
Closing: 6:13 pm

4 proposals from our last meeting for March 2021 MZF
meeting
1. Zonal Rep
To attend the 2 meetings regarding the role of zones. We should have 2 zonal delegates as our zone
continues to grow. We need to rewrite the position to fit us.
Adopt the definition from the GTWS. It’s a developing kind of position we need to write that it’s evolving
and will change as we continue to change. Someone does not like the zonal delegate term.
Keep Zonal representative title. The guidelines are generic enough to leave as is. The zone can have
delegates without being seated at the conference. It is important to have a representative/delegate.
Proposal: We reinstate the MZF representative
NO objections caries. Louis Nominated and elected.
Because this is a new position, consensus reached and open for elections.
Proposal to table, discussion about tabling back to regions.
Also adding an alternate delegate position.
Guidelines state second meeting of cycle.
Do we want an Alternate Delegate/Representative:
Proposal: To create an alternate representative position to open elections in March? consensus
We agreed to allow Louis to join/participate on the next zonal zoom meeting only. Consensus
reached
We intend to fill the positions of MZF representative and alternate at our meeting in March.
2. Zonal BMLT server
Glad it was brought up. We need the RD’s to buy in.
It’s a good idea because technology is great and utilizing it a lot more.
More services available now.
Tech cost. Tech debt.
Who is going to maintain BMLT is built to keep updated meeting information inputted by
individual areas? By this happening its way more accurate. Collaboration may be better.
A single server would be easier with updates.
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Proposal: The MZF will establish a BMLT Server that will be available to all member Regions and
Areas.
Sent to regions for participation. Consensus reached last meeting.
3. Google User Accounts for Trusted servants:
Most businesses have their own email address specific for the job. Therefore, trusted
servants have their own email keving@mzfna.org for instance. Maybe generic accounts for web
services. Generic accounts for positions are not a good idea. However personal accounts could be
a lot of work and hard to keep track of. Confused why we are talking about another way to sign in. \
Proposal: let Kevin set up the G suite and try it out.

